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the film was named alice au pays des merveilles and was the second-to-last animated film made by disney. walt disney studios and american international pictures, who were partners at the time, fell out and disney had to produce the film by himself. it was the first time the studio was working alone, using the disney
character mickey mouse. the entire story is a dream in which alice is not sure whether she is awake or asleep, if she is in the real world or in a dream world, if she is real or unreal. she is in a world of fantasy and illusion and is not sure if she is in her own world or the world of fantasy. alice walks into a room and knocks on

the door of a table, where a bottle of white wine is made to fall. she picks up a goblet of wine. a ring appears on the goblet and opens and closes. it is half full of water and alice attempts to drink it. the cat emerges and tells her to drink the water. alice spills the water on the cat and knocks it down with a poker. it falls to the
floor with a thud. a caterpillar appears and it eats the cat. the queen comes in and finds the cat dead. alice is asked to bring a glass to the queen. she serves the queen a drink from the glass and the cat crawls out and eats it. the queen knocks the cat over. the cat turns into a pig. alice stumbles over the pig and falls into a

glass of water. she is pulled out by the cat. alice enters a room with a table and chairs. there is a mirror on the wall. she sees the red queen and herself. the queen and alice are now the same. they are sitting down together. they are drinking tea.
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the film was not widely seen in the united states due to a legal dispute with disney studios, who happened to be making their own
adaptation of the story at the same time. disney sued to prevent the release of bower's film, erroneously claiming that they owned the

rights to lewis carroll's original book, which was and still is in the public domain. while the lawsuit was eventually dismissed, disney
succeeded in ensuring bower's version of alice in wonderland faded into obscurity. the poor preservation of the film as a whole is due
in part to disney's pre-existing arrangement with technicolor having forced bower to use ansco color which degraded badly over time.

the queen is angry and throws alice into a burrow which she believed to be a prison. she is told by the knave that she is being
punished for not having an opinion. when she asks what the punishment is, she is told not to think of it. alice meets a new friend, the
king of hearts, who tells her he will set her free if she will promise not to think of her imprisonment. alice agrees, but when she thinks
of it, she finds herself again in the room of doors. entering the first door, she finds herself in a room with a hundred of clocks, some of

which are working and some of which are not. they all tell the same time. when the knave of hearts sees this, he tells the king of
hearts that he has a time machine. the king allows him to use it and he takes alice to the past. she becomes lost in the past and the
knave sends out a servant to find her. alice then meets a party of jabberwocky soldiers who are transporting the knave to be killed.

the king of hearts orders his men to rescue him. alice throws herself into the river. the queen of hearts is riding around in a hippogriff
and is riding towards her. alice rises out of the water and asks if she can take her place, but the queen refuses and alice lets her go.
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